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Abstract
Objectives: The motive of this paper is to build the structure or system which can help in stablizing the wind generation
by controlling its pitch angle. Methods/Statistical Analysis: The movement of blades of turbine about its own axis is due
to the support of pitch angle. By using this control system we can also able to control pitch angle in unsteady and noisy
situations. The major objective of control systems in the power conversion system of wind farm is to manage or control the
power flow at certain speed of wind by varying the incoming torque to the generator. Findings: This control system will
also control the output power and enhance the stability of wind turbine. This paper comprises a model of fuzzy-PI control
network and analysis of the change in grid energy because of variation in pitch position of the wind turbine has been done.
Improvements: The advantage in fuzzy based control system is that the power at the output has limited oscillation as
compared to PI controller. It will provide stable output.
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1. Introduction
In recent years, due to introduction of large generators,
big turbines and effective control system, wind powers
become the major source of electric power. The best thing
of wind power is that its 100% pollution free. However
due to proper control on pitch angle, absence of stable
flow of wind, wind generators are not able to supply the
electric power to consumer alone. Hence they are using
in combinations like solar-wind, diesel-wind or with any
combination. Now a day’s wind generators are synchronized with the main grid.
Past day’s development of WECS i.e. (wind energy
conversion system), researchers merely focus on fixed
speed of wind turbine1,2. But in recent years the trend has
been changed. Now the manufacturer and researchers are
interested in varying the speed configuration because it
of better energy capturing and lower loading capability3,4.
Pitch control is applied on high speed when turbine is
running at a speed more than given rated speed. But rotation more than higher rated speed will generate excess
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aerodynamic torque which break or tear the mechanical
structure of turbine. So to prevent the turbines from falling or tearing, braking technique is to be implemented.
Flow separation in the blades is enhanced throughout
with the help of pitch control technique which allows the
blades to move on their own axis5,6. This results in high
dragging force than lifting. When the speed becomes less
than the given rated speed, the lifting speed is tried to
improve with the help of pitch control process to inflate
the extraction of power7,8.
This paper comprises the implementation of fuzzy
based pitch control system under different wind scenarios.

2. Wind Turbine Configuration
Power generating system of wind farm comprises of:
•
•
•
•

Turbine with number of blades
Gear box
Synchronous generator
Converter
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Initially, the pitch controller controls the output
power given to the grid and secondly with the help of
Pulse Width Modulation converters systems.
Now, incoming power to the turbine is given by:
P (input) = 0.5ΠR2
		
(1)
Here, R= radius of turbine blade
Let VW is speed of wind
Therefore, input torque of turbine can be given as
Twind =λ/Ww Vw
		
(2)
2
Twind =0.5πR3VW
		
(3)
Here Ww is turbine’s angular velocity
Also tip speed ratio (λ) is given by:
λ=R/WwVw
(4)
The turbine transforms this input power to mechanical power
i.e. Pmech =0.5πR2Vw3Cp
(5)
Where Cp is input power coefficient. It always relies
on pitch angle and tip speed ratio.
Cp=(0.44-0.016β)sin[π(λ-3)/15-0.3β]-0.0018(λ-3)
(6)
Output torque by wind turbine Tw is given as
Tw=0.5πR2Vw2 Ct
(7)
Ct=torque coefficient which is given by
Ct =Cp/ λ
Since its never possible for manufacturer to design
such type of turbine which can change entire power of
wind into mechanical power, so one function is inserted
which is called torque loss function (Tf ), which is given as:
Tf =Tw-Twind
=∂Vw2 +σVWWW + ψWw2
(8)
Here, ∂, σ, ψ are loss coefficients of wind turbine.
Now this power is actual incoming power for induction
generator. Output power (Pe) for the induction generator
is:
Pe =Tf Ww
= (Tw-Twind)Ww
= (0.5ρπR0-∂)Vw2Ww – σVwWw2 - φWw2
(9)
Optimum rotational (Wopt)speed of turbine ca be calculated by differentiating the generator output power with
respect to Ww and put them equal to zero,dPe/dWw =0.
Wopt =(-σVw + √(σVw)2 -3φ((0.5ρπR02-∂)Vw2)/3φ (10)
As we increase the pitch angle or tip speed ratio, there
will be increase in the power coefficient. As a result, there
will be increase in output power. In most of cases we
maintain tip ratio constant. Rapid change in pitch angle
may result in stall of generator. So it is very necessary to
change the pitch angle very gently.
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Figure 1 shows the relationship between Coefficient
of input power (Cp), tip speed ratio (λ) and pitch angle of
blade (β).

β

λ

Figure 1. Turbine tip ratio, pitch angle variation with power
coefficient1.

3. Techniques
In today’s time, pitch control wind turbine are most
preferable control system for getting maximum power.
Basically there are two types of controllers which control
the irregular speed of turbine which is cross coupled with
each other. During less speed controller will try to stable
the ratio of tip speed to extract more energy from wind.
At higher speed controller will keep rotational speed constant to halt the mechanical power to cross the design
limit. Figure 2 shows the basic grid connected WECS
control network
Optimum shaft speed is obtained by using Equation
(10). Actuators are used put the blades in desired position. Pitch actuator system may contain mechanical as
well as electrical system. Desired pitching value under
normal winding condition is 0-5°. To avoid the extravagant load,2°/s is rate of increase in pitch angle during
normal wind condition.

3.1 Based Control System for Wind Speed
Basic technique to change the pitch angle relies on getting reference pitch angle from input signal. Velocity
curve between wind velocities vs. β is simplest method.
This method completely depends on changing speed of
wind. Because it is not feasible to exactly determine speed
of wind, therefore this method in not appropriate. Figure
3 shows wind speed based control system.
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systems are best control system to control the pitch angle.
Although our main objective is to change the pitch angle
to get maximum power even under the below rates speed.
At the same instant it is remark that pitch angle deviation or variation must be smooth and gentle. It cannot be
rapid. Rapid variation in the pitch angle may cause stalling of the generator. Error signals are being input from
mean speed wind power and generator power in this control network.
Fuzzy control system block diagram is shown in
Figure 5.
Figure 2. Pitch controlled WECS block diagram2.

Figure 3. Wind speed based control system1.

Power feedback control for generator. This methodology uses error signal among generator’s nominal power
and the produced power feedback. This fallacy signal is
utilized as input to a PI controller. This will give pitch reference for pitch actuator.
(11)
Βd =kpew + ki ∫ ewdt
Here ew is fallacy signal among nominal power output and feedback of generator. The block diagram for this
type of control system is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Fuzzy-PI controller block diagram5.

4. Simulink Results
Figure 6(a) shows output power of the generator and
Figure 6(b) shows grid components.

Figure 4. Generator power feedback pitch control block
diagram2.

3.2 Fuzzy Based Controller
Another and more suitable method of controlling is by
fuzzy based logic controller. This method is best where
system parameter fluctuates or not known. The major
advantage of the fuzzy based controllers is that it does not
necessitate accurate explanation of the model. This makes
the designers and manufacturer to design the controller
easily. There are many methodologies which are used to
control the pitch angle of turbine but fuzzy based control
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(a) 				(b)

Figure 6. (a) Output power of generator, (b) Grid positive
sequence components.
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Figure 7. Simulation diagram of Fuzzy controller.

4.1 Simulataion Model of Fuzzy Based
Control System
Figure 7 shows the simulation of Fuzzy controller.

2.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, fuzzy based Proportional Integral control
system for blade pitch angle is implemented. In this paper
we analyzed the output power from wind turbine. Pitch
angle of the turbine is controlled by Fuzzy controllers. But
it is notice that the rapid change in the disparity of the
pitch angle may cause the stalling of the induction generator. So by gentle imbalance of the pitch angle by the
controller we can increase the output power of the wind
turbine. The result of fuzzy based Proportional Integral
is analogized with a classic Proportional Integral controller. It is observed that fuzzy based controller gives good
operating condition for Wind Energy Conversion System
combined with short transmission line. It is also found
that transient response given by fuzzy base Proportional
Integral control network is better than conventional PI
controller.
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